Proof. Since C is a normal subgroup of G, there is no completion Cx e I(M) such that C < Cx and then C is a maximal completion for M in G. It is clear that C/k(C) is a chief factor of G and k(C) = Mq n C, where Mq denotes coree(M). Now G factorizes as G -MC and in the primitive group G/Mq the subgroup CMg/Mq is a minimal normal subgroup which is clearly isomorphic to C/k(C). Finally recall that in case the primitive group has two minimal normal subgroups, both are isomorphic. Proposition 1*. Let %? be a homomorph which is closed under taking normal subgroups. Let G be a group, N a normal subgroup of G, and M a maximal subgroup of G such that N < M. The five following theorems are proved by induction. In all cases we have to prove that a group G satisfying some properties belongs to some particular classes of groups, which are saturated formations. We consider a minimal normal subgroup N of G and show that the group G/N satisfies the same properties to conclude by minimality of G that G/N is in the required class. This was done by means of Proposition 1. So we have replaced those arguments by some new ones using Proposition 1*. Proof. Denote by Eg? the saturated formation composed of all groups whose composition factors are in Sf. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the theorem. We deduce that G is a monolithic primitive group whose socle TV* is not in E& and G/N £ E%>.
Consider A/B a nonabelian chief factor of G/N and take M/N a maximal subgroup of G/N supplementing A/B. Denote by y the nonempty set of maximal completions C of M in G such that C/k(C) is nilpotent. We have that & ¿ {G}, and by Proposition l*(i) we have N <C for all C £ 5?.
Consider Ce.? and take T < G such that C is a maximal subgroup of T. By Baumann's result T/k(C) £ E%>. By maximality of C, we have that k(T) £ M and the set si of all normal subgroups K of G such that k(C) < K < K(T) and K ■£ M is nonempty. Let K be a minimal element in si . Then K/k(C) £ I(M/k(C)), and by the preliminary remark
is a chief factor of G/N and is isomorphic to A/B.
On the other hand (K/k(C))/k(K/k(C)) is in (Q, S")(T/k(C)) ç E<? . This implies that A/B is of Jf-type.
Therefore for any minimal normal subgroup JV of G we have G/N £ E^ . Since E%> is a saturated formation, we deduce that G is a monolithic primitive group. D Theorem 3. Let it be a set of primes. Suppose that G is a group with a maximal subgroup H which is n-soluble. Assume that for each completion C £ 1(H) such that CnH^ 1, the factor C/k(C) is n-soluble. Then G is n-soluble.
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample to the theorem. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G. We have to prove that G/N is 7r-soluble. 
